
• Analyses are performed for 485 SAR
scenes from June 2004 to March 2006 . 
Each ScanSAR (W1W2) scene is first
smoothed to 400-m resolution (Koch
2004). Then, masking is performed along
beam seams, over land, sea ice, where
winds are less than 2m/s or greater than
40m/s (CMOD constraint) and where
GEM precipitation occurs.  Acquisitions
are then smoothed to 6.4-km resolution.

• Hourly GEM model winds are interpolated
in time to the SAR acquisition time and
from 15-km resolution to the 6.4-km SAR
observation grid.

• Buoy obs from 32 platforms (dots) are
used to gauge the success of different
analysis methods.  These are adjusted
from about 5m to the 10-m reference
level.  There are 834 “collocated” buoy
obs for which the nearest SAR obs is less
than 50~km and 30~minutes away.

Datac

• The goal of this study is to estimate SAR
errors (R).  The diagonal of B is taken to
be 3 m2/s2.  The diagonal of R is chosen
to minimize J and is allowed to vary from
one SAR scene to another.

• An a posteriori justification for J is that
SAR errors appear Gaussian.

• Two parameterizations of R (and B) are
compared with the GEM winds and a
conventional wind speed retrieval (GEM
dir and SAR speed; Monaldo et al. 2001)

• The RADARSAT-1 synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) is one of few instruments
that provides surface wind information
on scales smaller than 10 km.  Weather
prediction systems, such as the Global
Environmental Multiscale (GEM) model,
are beginning to resolve these scales
and are expected to benefit from high
resolution observations.

• A first step toward using SAR data in
model forecasts (data assimilation) is to
quantify SAR errors, as these determine
the extent to which model initial conditions
should be constrained by these data.

• Surface wind fields are analyzed here
by combining SAR observations and
short-term GEM forecasts.  The relative
errors in these data are estimated using a
nonlinear regression approach.  Buoy
winds provide an independent verification.

• The strong incidence angle
dependence of backscatter
precludes the minimization
of J (in general).

• Our adjustment (p) uses
CMOD and the GEM wind
directions to derive SAR
data at a uniform incidence
angle of 30 degrees.  (We
also correct for a small bias
in ScanSAR automatic gain
control.)

• GEM winds are rotated into
the along-track coordinate.

• Minimization of the cost
function (J) yields a new
wind (x) and SAR (y)
analysis (both wind speed
and direction are updated).

• Relative to the buoy
winds collocated with this
analysis, red/blue/green
denotes improvement
in two/three/four wind
categories (u,v,spd,dir).
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• If GEM forecast errors (diagonal of B)
are less than 2m/s, then SAR errors are
less than 1dB (based on an average of
485 R diagonal elements).

• For most wind categories (u,v,spd,dir),
our analysis approach yields winds in
closer agreement with the 834 buoy obs
than either the GEM forecasts or a
conventional approach (wind speed from
SAR).
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Analysis Exampled Error Estimatione Conclusionsf

• Errors in SAR (ey) and GEM (ex) data can
be considered in terms of their regression
equations.  For SAR backscatter cross
section (y) and GEM model winds (xb),
these are (in column matrix form)

y = p-1[CMOD(x) + ey]
xb =                  x + ex  .

• The parameter p removes the incidence
angle dependence in SAR data.  CMOD
defines an empirical relation between the
backscatter and the winds, following
Vachon and Dobson (2000) and Hersbach
(2003).  We then derive a cost function

J =  -2 ln |R| +  [x – xb]T B-1 [x – xb] +
[CMOD(x) – py]T R-1 [CMOD(x) – py],

which assumes that the errors have a
Gaussian distribution.  J depends on the
SAR and GEM error covariance matrices
(R and B), whose off-diagonal elements
decay with a 140-km length scale.

• The last two terms of J(x) are measures
of GEM and SAR error variance (Seber
and Wild 1989).  Their minimization is
thus a minimum variance wind estimate.
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